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Editorial

May is here, or as I write this, nearly come and gone.  The Autumn gales seem to be a little early, did
I miss the summer?
Anyway the Kitland’s Light Railway(KLR) has been busy in fits and starts, largely dodging the showers
or morning dew.  The overall gradient profile makes for an interesting life with wet rails.  To this end,
I will explain the cover picture of plastic bottles. It relates to an exciting trip early this month.  A visit
to the recently fully reopened garden centre meant a boot full of sand, and stop soil bags.  These were
duly loaded onto the front of No 1 and then backed out of the carport.  This was done under brake
control.  Even more exciting when the brake handle was turned the wrong way, briefly.  A stop was
made at the junction point and  the bags for the potting shed were unloaded and then under power
the descent was made to  Southwold (Summer House) where a new bed was being made up for some
Lupins, lots of sandy soil…  The journey back up used the last of the sand in the pot sitting on the loco
footplate. I also employed a plastic bottle (ex milk) with a hole in the lid and full of dry sand.  This
lessened the amount of sand employed, at no cost to adhesion.  A better solution than dropping sand
manually.  But the hole did allow the sand to become damp.  Hence the two bottles on the Picture .
These are the new sanding facilities for the MaP!  The caps have kept the sand dry, even allowing for
the current weather trend.
Gardening, or snail feeding, has taken much of the leisure time up this month, although there has
been some running activity in the loft.  Nothing too exciting.  Unless you count the relaying of the
track on the removable section of the Borchester Branch.  This will form the basis for an article in its
own right some time later in the year.  Serving a dual purpose, the main one being the removal of a
hump that caused some coupling problems.  I have not yet had a chance to fully test this yet, but as
they say time will tell.

Cover Pictures
Top left/bottom right; excitement
on the KLR a heavy load sets off
down the branch from the car port

Bottom left Those car cards and
what they do is explained in this
issue!

Top Right. Re used plastic bot-
tles. For what? See the Editorial

Pictures Andrew Knights
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The Wandleford Junction project has stalled, after some work on a side project, again, I will tell more
in full.  But we have the makings of a 4mm/ft version of the KLR on part of the layout. The main thing
I am after for this model is a good set of pictures of the concrete retaining walls along the line towards
East Croydon/Purley.  Both construction and mainly appearance/colour/texture.  There will be two
metres of these on the layout and they will be quite a dominant part of the scene, so worth making a
half decent job of them.  I am thinking of taking a trip to Clapham Junction on day, a little sandwich
and bottle of Tizer(?) time, more pictures and a lot of shots of the concrete.  But it must be a dry and
possibly sunny period!
A flotilla of industrial locomotives sit on the shelves above Lornton.  These have been purchased
because I like them and may one day do something for, or with them.  That day may have drawn a
little closer.
One of my over dinner in the Kitchen activities is watching various YouTube video blogs .  Some of
these are of various travellers on the canal system. Then the other day I was looking at those
recommended for you shots and came across the following:- Steam engines being worked to their
limit. Astley Green & Walkden Railway #9 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsbRe5zKyE8).   This
showed various industrial locomotive working over steep grades with short trains and on “ratty” single
track lines.   Combined with a couple of recent canal cruise videos, this month’s Doodle Plan was
born.  At least I now have a picture in mind.
Talking of digital inspiration I am hoping to put up a page on the web site with links to sites that I
have found interesting.  If you do find this page, take care.  It could be the entry to a whole warren of
“rabbit holes”!  I hope to make a start on this sometime shortly after you receive this issue. Most
especially if the current weather continues.
On the subject of the web site.  I was surprised the other day with a request for the current password.
After looking it up I saw that there was the best part of ten years Newsletters sitting there for perusal.
I may start looking at the earlier ones for re-inspiration or reminders of ideas that never quite made
it?  I do have all of the computer files going back over the previous years but many are in earlier
PagePlus formats and are no longer accessible, proving how useful either hard copy or having a
website backup is.
MaP? Well the Lornton upgrade is still being PLANNED.  But I was doing a little track cleaning the
other day.  When I do eventually pull the town and depot to bits the replacement is not only to have
easily removable canopies, but the platforms are to be similarly simple to remove and replace.  Making
maintenance a lot less of a headache. I have worked out an approach to the subject though.  The wall
side of the depot and scarp yard are to be attacked and replaced first, then the platforms and depot
itself.  The shopping parade will in all probability be the last bit to be done, as I will then move to the
far end of the scene, up by the scenic divide to West Mertonford, the return curve on the peninsula.
The thin shell scenery here has suffered much from neglect and feline predation over some years now.
A sort of both ends to middle approach!
A shorter preamble than normal.  I could do with some more material, and at long last have a new
filing system so that I should find it harder to lose submissions in the future. Any modelling subject,
and almost any format, bar hand typed italics and Apple format documents, snail or email.

Tales of the Red River Valley Railroad: Support

 Geoff Latham

Having originally decided that the Red River Valley Railroad would be supported on decorators’
telescopic trestles, some means of adjusting the board height has to be found as it is impractical to fit
levellers to the four feet of each trestle. Support from the trestle is provided by a 1” square steel tube
and its height is adjustable by pegging preset holes in the side frames.
The Module specification is for a nominal railhead height above floor level of 45” adjustable between
44½” and 45½” and this adjustment, therefore, needs to be accommodated between the baseboard
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and the top of the support rail, a benefit of which is not having to crawl around the floor! The available
adjustable feet with a mounting bracket at the time they were sourced are 5” long and project 1” below
the bottom of the baseboard, whilst the rail head is 45/8” above the bottom of the baseboard, a total of
5”. Thus at 44½” above floor level the top of the trestle rail has to be at  38”. The nearest available
heights are 39¼”  and 35¼”. The latter requires up to 35/8” of extension with a high degree of instability
and/or substantial packing, adding bulk and weight. At 45½” height the problem is even greater.
Sacrificing 3/8”  of the lower adjustment is the sensible answer, but this complicates finding a means
of securing the baseboards to the trestles by precluding any material between the bottom of the feet
and the tops of the support rails.
The adopted arrangement not only saved cost and delay for shopping, but fortuitously required little
in the way of working and uses recycled materials: 4 no 47x11x484 mm pine slats recovered from a
wardrobe base and 4 no 20x11x746 mm aluminium angle sections. The angle sections were cut in two
and mounted long side back to back with 25mm clearance in the centre of the battens. The screw

holes were inherited from their previous
use as LED battens. The most difficult
part was removing the remains of the self
adhesive glue.
The height adjusters screw into threaded
brackets fitted inboard at the bottom of
the base-

board frames, one pair to each board, the
prepared bearers slot over the steel sup-
port rails and the 25mm diameter adjust-
able feet sit in 30mm holes drilled
through the bearers. This locates the feet
over the rails, permits maximum adjust-
ment and provides some lateral support
should the boards get knocked. With
only one trestle per board there is no
support at the board ends, which makes
set up interesting and gives scope to
accommodate the missing  in the unlike-
ly event that it is needed.
Should there be a real problem in practice, the adjusters can be cut
down or replaced by shorter ones. Shorter adjusters could be an

improvement with the brackets mounted higher in the frame so they could be retracted in place for
transportation, although this would require them to be extended and roughly set prior to the boards
being put in place in the bearers.

A basic battery controller

Ian Simpson

My new H0 layout, Middenshire, is only 32 inches long including the fiddle yard. This means the trains
never get a chance to accelerate or brake; they simply crawl from the fiddle yard (a cartridge behind
the goods depot) straight into the terminus shed and stop.
So all I needed was a simple battery controller to make, break and reverse a 9 volt DC circuit.
Acceleration and braking would be useless fripperies. I found I already had everything I needed to
make a simple controller at home, and it only took a few minutes' work to build the contraption.



The base of the controller is a credit-sized piece of 0.030" plasticard, painted with Humbrol copper
enamel paint (fortunately not conductive) to give it a vaguely archiac look in line with my 1840s layout.
A drawing pin at one end of the base provides a pivot around which the control arm turns, although now
I would drill a hole through the plastic base and push the pin through the base from below for extra
strength.

A second strip of 0.030" plasticard forms the control arm. A length of
PECO flexitrack is glued to it and the rails are powered by a 9 volt battery
that sits snugly between them. I wasn't going to give up a lifetime's
aversion to soldering, so I used PECO pre-wired fishplates to connect the
rails to the battery using a small electrical terminal block.
The only part of the work that needed any care was to superglue three of
the brass connectors, taken from another terminal block, onto the base,
spacing them so that the central and either of the outside connectors
would make a circuit. (Observant readers will notice that I needed a new
9 volt battery when I did this.)

The central connector changes polarity depending on the rail that is touching it. Of course, when that
happens one of the outside connectors is touched by the other rail on the

control arm, making a circuit.
The final touches are a piece of wire
connecting the two outside terminals (so
that only one of them has to be directly
connected to the layout) and a dropper
resistor to make sure the loco crawls as
slowly as possible without stalling.

For more construction details and photos please see
www.rmweb.co.uk/community/index.php?/blogs/entry/24214-a-very-
basic-battery-controller

A brief account of MaP Freight operations

Andrew Knights

It was just after cutting up and resiting the car card holders at various MaP (Mertonford and Pine Tree
RR) depots, then proceeding to run a branch train, that I thought  an update of these operations might
be of interest to some others in the group.  Followed by an e mail asking some details of the same, so
here we go!
First an overall picture.  If you look on the web site under the Back stories tab, you should be able to
find a schematic of the line.  Suffice to say there are two parts to the system.  The mainline from
Mertonford Town to Pine Tree, and the Branch line from Lornton (Lawnton) to Bedford Falls.
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The passenger trains on the line are, in theory all time tabled and in true American short line nature
our freight trains are all  “extras”.  These run as required carrying freight as required.
In “normal” times the line needs a crew of four to operate.  The last session was thus February 2020.
After a month or two of virtual abandonment I decided to uplift and service the line, an ongoing
process. Part of this was a set of cards, about which I have already told you, TheTrain Identity Cards
are a paper Dispatcher.  A role that I usually end up with,
unless another team member can be cajoled to perform it.  On
the MaP the Dispatcher  is based at Lornton Junction and
“controls” the passing of trains along the route. He also does
all the switching of freight trains for points along the system.
Over the years many schemes have been tried and the sim-
plest for all is what happens now.  Freight trains run from
termini to Lawnton and take trains from there onto the next
or back to their starting depot, depending on traffic needs and
Dispatcher’s whim?  The Dispatcher also signals the com-
mencement of passenger services during a session, usually on
the half hour (usually!).
To the layout itself.  This train had a card saying a freight train
to be run from Pine Tree to Lawnton (all available cars).  At Pine Tree three sets of cars had already
been blocked, in a previous session.  Five cars for Lornton and the branch and two sets of cars for
Mertonford (West and Town).  Here we are going to take the five cars bound directly for the junction.
The car cards are set out and checked for destination and car number.  The relevant cars are then
drawn out of the yard and a caboose attached on the rear of the train.  In our train two cars were bound
for Lawnton itself (Denny Trucking).  The other three are
bound for the branch and either Borchester or Bedford Falls.
There are two returning cars at Lawnton for Pine Tree.
At Lawnon the train backs into the yard and the yard goat
(Moaning Myrtle- a Joueff spur geared drive chassis with a
distinctive sound but smooth drive!) drags the cars into the
yard and switches them into Denny Trucking as arrived cars
and another road for  passing onto the branch line.
The branch cars are then dropped onto the branch at Lawnton
(virtual.  The branch is two feet below the main layout and has
no physical connection.  Freight cars are manually lifted from
the yard roads and transferred down to Lawnton Virtual, and
visa versa.  Passengers trains a similarly treated but have their
own more “correct” entry point onto the mainline at Lornton
Junction).

The two cars
for Pine tree
are now cou-
pled to a ca-
boose and
propelled onto
the mainline
by Myrtle
where  the
mainline diesel
collects them and runs back to Pine Tree.
At Pine Tree the loco drops the cars into the reception
road and runs round to the back of the caboose, as the
Tri Ang Minic plant is a facing siding to the rear of the

Lawnton (Virtual) depot.
Borchester Branch

The train almost ready to leave
Pine Tree

Lornton Junct. Moaning Myrtle
and the  Train engine on point

Car cards(with load tickets
 either side of a Train Identity card



depot.  The cars are pulled back into Pine tree Tunnel and then propelled into the siding.  The loco and
caboose the trundle back across the yard and into he caboose road. The cards for the cars are now
placed into the  Arrival side of the depot card box
That is the end of that train identity card’s run.  Another is usually drawn, I find two cards provides for
much of an afternoon/evening session.

The train card is placed at the back of the pack ready for the
next session.  These continue in this fashion until all the freight
cars have been delivered to their destinations.  At which point
the whole thing starts again.  The load cards , if finished, are
returned to the Dispatcher’s box.  If the car was on an empty to
trip, the card is turned over and re inserted into the car card,
the car is now loaded and ready to go.  The empty car cards
have new loads selected, appropriate to the car type.  I select
loads first from the car’s current start point.  If there are no
suitable loads then a load is taken from another depot and the
car is run as an Empty To  load.  This happens quite often to
Reefers, as there are few points that they can collect loads from.

Some cars only have a card each.  These are turned over at each end of the run, they are fixed traffics
such as the line’s own supplies of loco coal and oil from the main fuel dealer.  Crushed stone (Grundy’s)
and powdered talcum (Rice’s Talc Works).
All other cars follow the main load allocation process.
This means that the loads to and from any particular
depot can vary greatly in number.  Before each session I
fill out a traffic sheet, this outlines cars from and cars to
for that session.  In current times it is more a way of
keeping an eye on which yards need to be sorted first or
at a priority.  In “normal” times I use this sheet to make
up the switch sheets for each depot. And its operator.
This tells the yard operator which train to make up first
and what to expect is going to be heading their way.
I find a set of load cards lasts me just under a month of train playing, or a two to four hour running
session with the full team.

A set of car cards with loads added

Car allocation sheet

Wagon postscript

Giles Barnabe

    The Editor has reminded me that he had received
some wagon pictures from Isla Blanca without any
words. Just to catch up, the details of the anonymous
rolling stock is as follows.
Picture 1:   A pair of Lima European steel wagons
provided a couple of open wagons for the FC Norte.

Body removed from chassis, and then sides separated from the
rest of the body;  ends and floor discarded, New floor and
wider (40mm) ends from 30thou styrene with T-section end
strapping provided.
   Picture 2; M1 is a machinery wagon, and the Este’s only bogie
freight vehicle. I cannot recall what HO body it carried but the
heavy bogies reminded me of a bogie flat I discovered in
Majorca. It only needed the floor widening and the addition of



DooDlE PlAn

After many envelopes
worth, plus watching of

YouTube videos I have come up with a possible setting for my collection of industrial locomotives.
    Set out in the sticks and treating the industrial sites themselves much as layouts using The Fiddle
Yard treat stations on other systems (missing them out almost entirely), this plan depicts a junction on
an industrial system.  There is an abandoned canal wharf but the main activity, apart from the
occasional shunt, is trains waiting in one loop of the other for another to give them access towards
their destination.
   One end of the scene is crossed by a railway bridge, belonging to the proper railways, the other exits
are obscured by the re purposed wharf buildings and some trees. One end of the line gives ample
opportunity to pose trains out in some scenic territory, the other to see a more typical industrial
railway scene.  Short trains of battered wagons being dragged around by private locomotives ranging
from tatty to resplendent.
The canal lock is a device to hide the baseboard join.  With the water set at the river level the cill will
be visible at the bottom of the lock. The cill is on one board and the rest of the lock on the other!

brass U-channels on either side for road vehicle wheels to run in. The brake on one bogie on each side
was copied from the Majorcan wagon. There really ought to be some chocks in the wheel channels to
limit the load from moving, and the load should be covered by a tarpaulin, but the stevedores at
Paseo’s docks (where it has surely arrived on the island) were slack and didn’t bother. I will have to
add a cockpit cover as the car would have been sent out from the factory fitted with one.

    Picture 3; A new night-time minerals train in
the timetable called for a second rake of hoppers
to be built. No suitable bogie hoppers (Tri-ang
Transcontinental) being available the new vehi-
cles were four-wheeled, two of them being
Hornby hoppers. The longer of the pair had the
top of the body (the vertical panels) removed
and the remainder was slit lengthways along the
centre line and new floor pieces inserted. The
gaps in the body were then filled in, and the
underframe widened with a strip of styrene
made to fit behind the vertical strapping on the

body. Square balsa strip was used to provide outside bracing, to bring the overall width up to match
the other car. The last three wagons all started out as coal trucks but were adapted with external
framing and floors sloping to a central hatch. Another wagon was used to make a caboose by adding
an outer layer of balsa sheet and cladding over this under-layer with coffee stirrers for the outer body.
Drop-in loads are still needed to complete the rake.
   Picture 4; The top slice of the hopper wagon was used for
a steel low-side wagon for the FC Norte. Meanwhile, the
scrap box had for a long time been the resting place of
some slatted sides from a Tri-ang Transcontinental stock-
car, and these were built up with some extra planking to
make a ventilated van for fruit or perishable traffic; the
semi-circular plates on the solebar are very thin slices cut
from the internal tube of a plastic propelling pencil. As the
railway now has five of these wagons available, one or two
may be re-numbered as livestock wagons for sheep, goats
or horses.




